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Pomelo — a skincare line with 

a clean, fresh, and fun feel —  

is the insta-worthy choice to 

get your skin juicy.



Pomelo Skincare 
UX Design, Branding, Packaging

Pomelo Skincare helps you put your fresh face 

forward. Pomelo makes building a skincare 

routine simple and gives you a step-by-step 

break-down of all the products you need to 

make your skin glow. Through the app, you can 

take our quiz to figure out your skin type and 

what your problem areas are. Through that, 

we can build you a box with all the products 

you need to start. All of our packaging comes 

labeled with which skin types should use the 

product, along with which step in the routine 

they belong.

Social media plays a big role in our advertising. 

we hope to build a community with our 

users, so creating content for Instagram is an 

important aspect of that. Pomelo’s goal is to 

give customers a more personalized skincare 

experience while still remaining affordable.





The Process

As I have gotten older I have become 

increasingly interested in skin care. I have my 

own extensive skin care regimen that I follow 

everyday. So I started to wonder about the 

skin care industry, and when we were allowed 

to pick our own final project for my packaging 

class, I decided this was my chance. 

I began by researching skin care trends, 

and notice that many people are no longer 

buying their skin care in-store these days. 

With companies like Glossier and Curology all 

over Instagram, there has been a rise in online 

shopping for skin care. Also a market for more 

customizable skin care. Everyone’s skin is 

different, and no product will work for everyone.  

So I found my project: an Instagram worthy 

skin care line that was customizable while still 

remaining cost friendly. 

I toyed around with different names and logos 

for my new company, and I was drawn to circle 

shapes. After trying a variety of different names 

and shapes (see figure) I decided on pomelo. As 

a child my mother would always have a pomelo 

for snack, and in Asian culture it is considered 

to be a lucky fruit.

With my name picked out, I set to work on 

creating my system and building my brand.
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Brand Colors

Typography

stay on brand
Pomelo has 5 key colors that are distinctive to our 

brand. All of our colors are bright, fresh, and fun, 

tying in with our brand well. Our typefaces are clean 

and rounded, much like our logo. Our simple logo has 

our pomelo mark and our name in Mr Eaves. 

Logo



Normal Skin Sensitive Skin Oily Skin Dry Skin Combination Skin 

Even skin tone 

Small pores 

Smooth Texture

Shiny complexion 

Large pores

Prone to acne

Rough & tight skin

Itchiness / flaking

Blotchiness

Product sensitivity

Redness

Burning

Oily T-zone

Dry to normal cheeks 

Issues facing oily & dry

Skin Types

systems go
All pomelo products come labeled with their ideal 

skin type and which step in our routine they should 

be applied. Each skin type is color coded, making it 

easier to spot on our packaging. 

1  remove
 takes off the makeup

2  cleanse
 cleans off the dirt

3  exfoliate 
 cleans of the dead skin

4 toner
 removes oil and hydrates

5  treat
 clears your blemishes

6 serum
 gives an extra boost

7 eye cream
 refreshes under your eyes

8  moisturize
 keeps you hydrated

9 face oil
 nourishes and locks in moisture

10 sunscreen
 protects from sun damage



on the ‘gram
Pomelo relies on social media for the bulk of it’s 

advertising. Pomelo have an Instagram account for 

our customers to follow, as we as targeted ads on 

the platform. The posts will be a mix of our products 

and testimonials from our users.



try our free app
The pomelo app allows customers to access all our 

products from one convenient location. They can 

also personalize their profi les, take our skin quiz, and 

keep track of their previous or incoming orders.





shoppin’ and droppin’
Each pomelo product on our app comes with 

a description, reviews, and the complete list of 

ingredients. All of the reviews are from verifi ed 

customers, and provide the reviewers skin type so 

you can compare it to your own. 





the pimple pop quiz
The quiz feature on our app will help you build your 

personalized box. You can fi nd out your skin type 

and pick your target skin issues. From there you can 

choose which box option is right for you, or you can 

build your own.



the goods 
These are a selection of our products. Each is clearly 

labeled with the ideal skin types that can use and 

benefi t from this product, Also there is the routine 

number, which lets you know where in the routine 

order it belongs.



box and bag it up
All of our products come in one of our mailing boxes 

and are shipped right to your door. For those who 

want to represent pomelo on the streets, we have a 

great reusable tote to carry everything you need.



Jason Deep Sea Submersibles 

— a personal submarine 

company —  is ready to bring 

back the age of the explorer.



Jason Submersibles
Brand Identity, Book Design, Content Writing

Over 95% of our planet’s oceans remain 

undiscovered. Here at Jason Deep Sea 

Submersibles, we have a vision: to discover 

more. Jason sells personal submersibles to 

universities, researchers, and private owners. 

Combining the latest technology with the spirit 

of discovery, Jason seeks to bring back the 

age of exploration. Our top of the line ARGO 

submersible will take you to the very depths of 

the ocean and back again.

Our brand standards manual guides you 

through our history, our branding, and some 

of our applications. Learn the variations in 

our iconic diver logo or learn more about our 

founders Elio and Claudette Plongé. Through 

Jason, you can Explore More.



These are a selection of our products. Each is clearly 

labeled with the ideal skin types that can use and 

benefi t from this product, Also there is the routine 

number, which lets you know where in the routine 

order it belongs.





the goods 
These are a selection of our products. Each is clearly 

labled with the ideal skin types that can use and 

benefit from this product, Also there is the routine 

number, which lets you know where in the routine 

order it belongs.
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dive deep
The Jason logo is of an antique diving helmet. The 

mark itself is actually a hand carved stamp that 

I created. I then placed it on 4 diff erent grains of 

paper to get the 4 diff erent textures. I also made a 

simplifi ed version for smaller scale images.

dive deep
The Jason logo is of an antique diving helmet. The 

mark itself is actually a hand carved stamp that 

I created. I then placed it on 4 diff erent grains of 

paper to get the 4 diff erent textures. I also made a 







argo-nomics
The Argo is Jason’s premier submersible. It is, of 

course named after Jason’s great ship. I rendered 

the Argo myself on vectary. I was my fi rst time 

working in 3-D so it was a challenge to get the hang 

of designing with an extra dimension.





A cookbook of recipes 

straight from my mother’s 

kitchen. Welcome to the 

fl avors of the Philippines.

kitchen. Welcome to the 

fl avors of the Philippines.



Filipino Cookbook
Book Design, Content Writing, Photography

I grew up in a half Filipino household, which 

meant I was surrounded by delicious Filipino 

cuisine. As I got older I realized that there is 

much for the general public to learn about the 

food of my childhood. Most people can’t even 

think of a Filipino dish, let alone have eaten 

one, so I decided to share some of my mother’s 

recipes with the world through a cookbook. 

Inside these pages, you will find all of my 

favorite recipes with easy to follow instructions 

on how to cook them. 

This was a real passion project for me, and I 

enjoyed working with my mother to collect 

these recipes and cook them together. I did all 

the food photography myself, something I had 

never tried before. Through this book, I hope 

that people will discover how delicious Filipino 

food can be, a learn more about our culture. 





ta•ga•log
Despite having a mother that is fluent, I never 

learned to speak Tagalog myself. In order to get the 

phonetics of Tagalog down, I called my mother and 

asked her to say certain words. I then attempted to 

recreate her pronunciation with various noises. Test 

if I got it right, I would send my father the list and ask 

him to pronounce the words on the page back to me.











The Mythical Undiscovered 

Creatures Alliance is here to 

protect our mystical and shy 

friends and stop bullying.



M.U.C.A.
Web Design, Content Creation

Deep in the woods of Washington state, there 

are creatures who are suffering. Everyday 

Sasquatches in this country are subjects of 

harassment and something needs to be done. 

The Mythical Undiscovered Creatures Alliance 

(M.U.C.A.) has decided to step in on behalf of 

Sasquatches everywhere. M.U.C.A. has created 

a campaign to help, not just Sasquatches, but 

all mythical creatures who sure from bullying. 

On our website you can learn more about 

ordinance 1984-2, and what it means for 

Sasquatches and their sub-species. You can 

also meet the victims of this harassment, and 

find support. 

M.U.C.A. has also championed Nessie, the Loch 

Ness monster, and Gnomes everywhere. Their 

campaign billboards can be seen all over the 

world, wherever they are needed.



one hunky boy 
This handsome fellow you see on the billboard here 

is Remi and he is the face of M.U.C.A.’s Sasquatch 

campaign. He was hand molded with clay and then 

painted. He enjoys solitude and cross-stitch, among 

other things.



getting crafty
Almost everything on the website and billboards 

was hang crafted. All the large letters were cut 

out of construction paper, the same goes for any 

buttons and the footprints. All the backgrounds are 

construction paper texture.















Savon is a new French inspired 

typeface. The look is classic 

and clean, just like its name, 

which is Français for soap.



Savon Typeface
Font design 

I have long had a love of French culture. 

As I was listening to Édith Piaf during my 

Handlettering and Font design course, I was 

inspired to create a font inspired by early 1900s 

French advertisements for soap. Its from there 

that I got the name ‘Savon’ which means soap 

in French. 

Savon is a condensed serif. It has a very high 

x-height and has both high and low crossbars. 

There are only two widths of line for the entire 

font and most letters are identical in size.

Since the name was so fitting, I created a line 

of bar hand soaps from the letters. I combined 

watercolor backgrounds and vintage drawings 

of women and flowers with my letters to 

created a feminine and soft design for mon 

savon pour ses mains. 











Evolve KY is Kentucky’s 

eclectic electric car group. 

They want to spread the news: 

it’s time to drive electric.



Evolve KY
Illustration, Identity, Social Media

Team Members

Susan Pallmann

Sean Riley

Ash Stone

Taylor Shaw

Maddie Kapfhammer

Evolve KY is a Louisville based electric 

vehicle group dedicated to driving awareness 

about electric vehicles in the community. 

Their members range from environmentally 

conscious drivers to tech-loving Tesla owners. 

They also have an adopt-a-charger program 

where they work with local businesses to install 

free to use EV chargers in the area

As part of this project, our team was tasked 

with updating their look, including introducing 

some new branding, building a new website, 

and providing them with new print materials 

and more. I was the organizer for the group and 

acted as communication between the client 

and the team, as well as created a social media 

guide and plan for Evolve to follow to manage 

their various platforms. I also did some of the 

illustrations and designed several of the pieces 

like signs and the member badge.



branded for life
As we passed over our work to Evolve, we made 

sure to give them a detailed Brand Standards Guide. 

This way they can stay on brand with their new look. 

Inside was rules on the logo and mark, color, type, 

and illustrations.



P O RT L A N D

Healthy House
Portland Ave., Louisville

The Anchor Building
Portland Ave., Louisville

E AST E N D

Thomas Jefferson 
Unitarian Church

D OW N TOW N

The Green Building
Market Street, Louisville

Jefferson Community and 
Technical College

Irish Rover
Frankfort Ave., Louisville

H I G H L A N D S

Highland Green Building
Bardstown Road, Louisville

Passionist Earth & Spirit Center
Newburg Road, Louisville

Logan Street Market

Safai Coffee
Bardstown Road

Heine Brothers’ Mid-City Mall 

H I K ES  P O I N T

Heine Bros. Coffee

P R O S P ECT

Prospect Plaza

YMCA at Norton Commons

Norton Healthcare 
(Brownsboro Road Campus) 

J E F F E R S O N TOW N

J-town Farmers Market

C R EST WO O D

Yew Dell Botanical Gardens
Crestwood, KY

O U T S I D E  LO U I SV I L L E

Bernheim Forest
Clermont, KY

For more charging locations visit evolveKY.org/ev-charger-map/

Louisville EV Charger Locations

64

71 265

264

71

65 264

264

64

265

Thomas Jefferson Unitarian Church

Norton Healthcare

YMCA Norton
Commons

Prospect Plaza

J-Town Farmer’s Market

Heine Brothers’

Hikes Point

The Irish Rover

Heine Brothers’ Mid-City Mall

Passionist Earth 
& Spirit Center

The Highland Green Building

The Green Building

Healthy House

Anchor Building

Louisville EV 
Charger Locations

JCTC
Logan Street Market

Safai Coffee Shop

Evolve KY
P.O. Box 22055
Louisville, KY 40252
www.EvolveKY.org

John Smith
Title
JohnS@EvolveKY.org
502.123.4567

EvolveKY.org

EvolveKY.org

paper works
We designed Evolve a full stationary set, with a 

letterhead and envelope. We also created business 

cards for their leadership. One of the more unique 

paper pieces we created was the charger location 

card. There is a map of the most popular chargers, as 

well as a QR code to the online version.



members only
Every member of Evolve KY gets their very own 

bamboo member badge. So with our redesign we 

created a new template for them to use. Both the 

Evolve logo and their mark are on the badge, as well 

as some personal information about the member. 



RESERVED

Electric vehicle 
Charging Station

EvolveKY.org EvolveKY.org

A D O P T  A  C H A R G E R

Sponsored free community 
electric vehicle charging

Location 0

R E S E R V E D

Electric Vehicle 
Charging 

it’s a sign
Through their adopt-a-charger program, Evolve 

KY puts up free EV chargers all around the state. 

These parking spots need signage to designate their 

purpose, along with a parking spot template. Since 

these chargers are sponsored, they also need a sign 

to honor the businesses that made it possible 



caught on the web
Before we took over designing for Evolve, they had 

a very outdated website that didn’t match their 

message. So a major aspect of our rebrand was 

creating a whole new site. We worked with the client 

to ensure they could maintain the website we built 

for them, as well as taking cost into account. In the 

end Susan did a great job translating our look to web.



how to be an infl uencer
I created a social media guide for Evolve to help 

them stay on message with their social media posts. 

I want to introduce color blocking to their feed. I also 

created various templates for them to post with on 

Instagram, including fun illustration posts and blank 

Instagram story posts.



This book was printed on a Canon imagePRESS C850 

at UofL Print and Mail Services, with the printing costs 

underwritten by Canon Solutions America.


